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Nuclear Radiology Quiz with proven cases is designed to illustrate the
synergizing relationship commonly obtained with Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic
Radiology data. It is a truly synergizing diagnostic combination because the final
outcome of those two modalities often produces extraordinary affect on the Diagnostics
and Management of the clinical cases and significantly exceeds the simple sum of
diagnostic information obtained with Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic Radiology tests
by themselves. The purpose of the Quiz is to educate Nuclear Medicine Physicians in
the area where morphological and qualitative functional data of radiological
"conclusions" will be tarnsformed to definitive clinical diagnosis with the use of
quantitative functional and biochemical information provided by Nuclear Medicine. It
also is to eduscate Diagnostic Radiologists to look for specificapplicatio(s) of Nuclear
Medicine test(s) to transform description ofo radiographic data and finding on CT and
MRI into the short differential list of pathological conditions if not a precise clinical
diagnosis. Mastering Nuclear Radiological correlations, it is a very important task for
an imaging specialists, particularly in a new era of cost containment in Medicine. The
purposeof our Quiz also includes to award the brightest and encourage the shyest
among us, to have fun and remind us all of the dangers of taking ourselves very
seriously!

Twelve cases are chosen for our Quiz which were divided into three (3) different
categories according to its diagnostic difficulty: Category I, II, and II.

We will use the Rules, which Dr. Kotlyarov had privilege to use during the
Annual Meeting of American College of Nuclear Medicine in 1996 and 1997 and Mid-
Eastern Chapter Society of Nuclear Medicine in 1997.

Each case will be judged by independent jury which will award a maximum 5
points per case. Two points will be awarded for correct diagnosis, one point would be
awarded for a correct list of differential diagnosis (which should include the correct
diagnosis), one point would be awarded recognizing main pertinent findings on the
study and one point would be awarded for correct answers to the questions pertinent to
discussion of this case (such as clinical, pathological, and diagnostic features of the
desease).

Maximum score will be multiplied by category of difficulty, respectively by one,
by two, and by three. Level of difficulty of the case will be announced before each case
presentation.


